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Repool, Inc. (“Repool,” "we," "us," and "our") serves as an administrator and software services provider to 
various pooled investment vehicles.  The content on this site, or any associated distribution platforms and 
public Repool online social media accounts, platforms, and site (collectively, "Distribution Channels"), is 
provided for information and discussion purposes only, and should not be construed as or relied upon in 
any manner as legal, business, tax, investment, or other advice. Repool's services and information available 
on Distribution Channels are not a substitute for third-party professionals (including properly licensed 
and/or registered lawyers, brokers and tax professionals), and you should seek your own professional 
advisers, including legal counsel. Repool is not licensed to provide legal advice and is not registered as a 
broker-dealer or investment adviser, and Repool is not otherwise licensed or registered.   
  
Any views expressed in posted content, such as articles, blogposts, commentary, videos, or social media, 
are those of individual Repool personnel or third-party authors and are not the views of Repool or our 
affiliates, unless explicitly stated otherwise. Additionally, with respect to any content or views available on 
Distribution Channels, Repool makes no representations that the information has been validated by 
independent, licensed third-parties, nor that such information has any enduring accuracy or appropriateness 
for any given individual or situation.   
  
Laws and regulations applicable to the sale of securities, forming pooled investment vehicles (including 
private funds), and investment management (including serving as an investment adviser or commodity 
trading advisor) are complicated and occasionally ambiguous. Relevant law may come from the state, 
federal, or international level, and you may be under the regulatory oversight of one or many regulatory 
bodies such as, but not limited to, the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission. It is your responsibility to ensure that, when forming, offering interests of and 
managing any pooled investment vehicle, whether supported by Repool’s administrative services or not, 
you are in material compliance with applicable laws including obtaining any and all applicable licenses, 
permits, registrations, memberships, and approvals that are required in order to form, offer securities of and 
manage such pooled investment vehicle.  You should not rely upon Repool in making any such 
determinations or as a replacement for licensed, third-party professionals. 
 

Attention:  
Investors or LPs of Repool client funds for whom Repool acts as  

a third-party administrator or service provider 
 
Contact Repool directly at investorsupport@repool.com to verify if any given pooled investment vehicle 
that claims that Repool is providing it services is, in fact, a current Repool client in good standing. 
 
Any pooled investment vehicle, its affiliated adviser(s)/investment manager(s), and/or its affiliated general 
member(s) or special member(s) (each, an “Entity” and collectively, the “Entities”) that Repool provides 
services to will have engaged Repool for our services pursuant to a Repool Statement of Work (a “Repool 
SOW”).  The existence of a Repool SOW between us and any Entity should not be taken as an endorsement 
by Repool of any Entity, their investment strategy, adherence to applicable law(s), or any other acts or 
communications of any kind by the Entities.   
 
Repool SOWs provide that we will not be liable to any Entity nor any investor, limited partner, subscriber, 
affiliate, or person relating thereto:  
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(i) in connection with any third-party claims, except for those which arise from the our gross 
negligence, willful misconduct, or breach of the Repool Terms and Conditions of Service 
relating to a given Repool SOW (the “Repool TOS”);  

(ii) if the use of Repool materials in accordance with the Repool TOS infringes or 
misappropriates any third-party intellectual property rights;   

(iii) for the actions or omissions of any third party, agent, contractor, or other party performing 
any portion of the Repool services under the Repool SOW unless there is a finding of gross 
negligence on the part of Repool in appointing such party to perform such service; or   

(iv) for statements, actions, or omissions made in reliance upon instructions from the Entities 
or advice of legal counsel. 

Repool generally has no or limited obligations to investors in or affiliates of the Entities, and Repool 
generally has no or limited duty to communicate with, support, or answer inquiries from any investors in 
any Entities except for as provided for in the Repool Terms of Use, available at 
https://www.repool.com/legal/terms-of-use/. 

Repool is not a custodian of any Entities’ assets and does not verify the existence, suitability, or legality of 
any of the investments made by any of our clients.  To the extent that any reports, statements, 
communications, or documents are passed to investors through Repool’s website, website interface, and/or 
digital platforms, unless Repool makes a statement to the contrary, Repool does not endorse, verify, or 
otherwise validate any such information. 
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